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On November 3rd of this year, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) announced what 

market observers have labeled “QE II”, a second round of quantitative easing.  This move was 

telegraphed in the FOMC meeting minutes released on August 31st.1  The members of the 

Committee generally agreed that economic growth underperformed their expectations.  In 

addition, the prospects for economic growth had become subject to “downside risks”.2 

 

 “QE II” will differ from the first program in both size and composition: 

 $600 billion vs. $1.25 trillion 

 U.S. Treasury debt vs. Agency / GSE MBS 

 

Before assessing the merits and efficacy of a second round of bond buying by the Fed, we will 

examine the mechanism of quantitative easing. 

 

The primary monetary policy tool of the Fed is its targeting of the Federal Funds Rate.  The 

Fed’s target has been a range of 0% to 0.25% since December, 2008.3  In spite of this effort, 

economic activity has not reached “escape velocity.”  If the Fed determines that the requisite 

amount of liquidity has not been generated by the banking system, it can act directly to increase 

reserves and thereby (hopefully) expand the money supply: quantitative easing. 

 

Quantitative easing (QE) has become a catch-all phrase of late, encompassing the various 

liquidity and guarantee programs that the Fed has orchestrated.  For the most part, QE can be 

described as central bank buying of securities in an effort to decrease market yields and increase 

bank reserves.  Traditionally, the Fed purchased U.S. Treasury debt to accomplish its goal. 

(continued on page 2) 
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Monetary Policy 

Chart 1: “QE I” 

“QE I” was executed from 

1/09 – 3/10.  The principal 

target of the Fed was 

Agency & GSE MBS 

collateralized by 30 year 

mortgages.  The Fed 

accumulated $1.2 trillion of 

those particular securities. 
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However, the Fed also wanted to directly support the mortgage market as part of its initial QE.  

Therefore, the bulk of the purchases were concentrated in GSE MBS. 

 

The Mechanism 

 

The Fed trades with a select group of counterparties: primary dealers.  These financial 

institutions agree to meet and maintain standards set forth by the Fed, including the obligation 

to participate in all auctions of U.S. government debt.4  Currently, there are 18 primary dealers: 

When the Fed purchases securities, it credits the Federal Reserve account of the depository 

institution that the particular primary dealer clears through.  In other words, bank reserves 

increase by the amount of the Fed’s purchases.  

 

Reserves held at the Fed fall into two categories: required reserves and excess reserves.  The Fed 

mandates that a depository institution must maintain a minimum amount of reserves against its 

deposit liabilities.  Required reserves are held to satisfy the Fed’s directive.  The amount of 

required reserves depends on the nature of the deposits and the ratio set forth on each type of 

deposit account. 

 

Excess reserves equal an institution’s total reserves less its required reserves, i.e. the balance in 

excess of the minimum requirement.  Historically, excess reserves were quite low because these 

balances generated zero return for the holder.  It was more profitable to lever the balance sheet 

(increase loan activity), thereby shifting the excess reserves to required reserves.  This situation 

changed in October of 2008 when the Fed decided to pay interest on reserve balances. 

 

Money supply expands when depository institutions increase lending, taking advantage of a 

larger reserve balance. 

(continued on page 4) 

Chart 2: Composition of 

Reserves 

For over 20 years, 

institutions held $1.0325 in 

total reserves for each $1 of 

required reserves.  This 

ratio started moving 

dramatically higher during 

the Fall of 2008.  The 

average for the last 12 

months is $17.01 : $1. 

Regulation D 
The Federal Reserve 

Board’s directive which 

specifies reserve 

requirements for depository 

institutions. 

$2.1 Trillion 
The amount of securities 

held outright by the Federal 

Reserve as of 12/8/10.  This 

figure is released weekly in 

the H.4.1 report. 



  

Chart 4: Growth of M2 

Growth in M2 actually 

dipped into negative 

territory at points during 

the last 14 months. The 

most recent tallies are well 

within the range of 

historical observations. 

Chart 3: Monetary Base 

A principal component of 

the monetary base is the 

amount of deposits of 

depository institutions held 

at Federal Reserve Banks.  

Deposits accounted for 

approximately 51% of the 

monetary base at the end of 

November, 2010. 

Chart 5: Money Supply 

Dynamics: M2 

The multiplier has dropped 

considerably as the growth 

in M2 has paled in 

comparison to the amount 

of high-powered money 

injected into the banking 

system. 
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Chart 7: Money Supply 

Dynamics: M3 

Much like M2, M3 has not 

expanded at the same rate 

as the monetary base. 

Chart 6: Growth of M3 

Growth in M3 spooled up 

dramatically after the Fed’s 

initial actions during the 

fall of 2007.  Between that 

time and the summer of 

2010, growth in M3 could 

be described as first 

disinflationary and then 

deflationary.  The Fed 

ceased reporting M3 in 

March of 2006. 

The Fed’s expectation is that economic activity would be fostered by a significant increase in loan underwriting.  However, the 

Fed is unable to control the money creation process beyond its ability to provide the kindling.  Depository institutions have the 

freedom to expand their loan base by any amount up to the limit permitted by the required reserve ratio.  This leaves the Fed 

unable to quantify the amount of money supply created given a certain amount of added reserves.  As the Fed states (emphasis in 

original): 

“There is one important difference between the expansion and contraction processes. When the Federal Reserve System 

adds to bank reserves, expansion of credit and deposits may take place up to the limits permitted by the minimum reserve ratio 

that banks are required to maintain. But when the System acts to reduce the amount of bank reserves, contraction of credit and 

deposits must take place (except to the extent that existing excess reserve balances and/or surplus vault cash are utilized) to the 

point where the required ratio of reserves to deposits is restored. But the significance of this difference should not be 

overemphasized. Because excess reserve balances do not earn interest, there is a strong incentive to convert them into earning 

assets (loans and investments).”5 

 

Please note: the publication referenced above was produced before the Fed decided to pay interest on reserves. 

 

It is clear from Chart 2 that depository institutions have markedly changed their behavior since the financial crisis of 2008. 

(continued on page 5) 
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The pedestrian expansion of the money supply can trace its roots to this conduct.  Again referencing the Fed: 

 “[deposit] Expansion takes place only if the banks that hold these excess reserves…increase their loans or investments.  

Loans are made by crediting the borrower’s account, i.e., by creating additional deposit money.”6 

 

In fact, loan growth has been negative in 7 of the last 9 quarters.  The annualized growth over the last 2 years of -4.48% is the 

worst performance since the end of 1992.  It is important to note that the increase in loan balances during Q1 of 2010 was partially 

due to accounting changes.  Financial Accounting Statements (FAS) 166 and 167 modify the way institutions account for 

securitizations and special purpose vehicles (spv).  As a result, several banks shifted loans onto their balance sheets from other 

conduits. 

Chart 8: Loan Growth 

 

It seems that depository 

institutions are satisfied with 

the revenue generated from 

collecting interest on their 

reserves held at the Fed.  

Although the rate (currently 

0.25%) is consistent with 

other short term interest rates, 

it is essentially a risk free rate 

of return.  In addition, the 

reserves are net additions to 

the banking system.  It is a 

brand new revenue base, created by the Fed in a keystroke. 

 

As comforting as it may be to the capital markets, stabilizing banking revenue has yet to improve the employment situation or 

help the housing market reach equilibrium.  Our commentary on U.S. Banking (released earlier this month) made note of the 

impact of reduced enterprise activity on the part of financial institutions.  It is unlikely that additional QE will persuade banks to 

finally face the music and purge their balance sheets of hazardous assets.  The Fed would be better served by promoting policies 

that place the burden of restructuring on the equity holders of financial institutions rather than the taxpayer.  Much like the 

phoenix rising from the ashes, it would benefit the entire system in the long run. 
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The information, tools and material presented herein are provided for informational purposes 

only and are not to be used or considered as an offer or a solicitation to sell or an offer or 

solicitation to buy or subscribe for securities, investment products or other financial instruments, 

nor to constitute any advice or recommendation with respect to such securities, investment 

products or other financial instruments. This research report is prepared for general circulation. It 

does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular 

needs of any specific person who may receive this report. You should independently evaluate 

particular investments and consult an independent financial adviser before making any 

investments or entering into any transaction in relation to any securities mentioned in this report. 

The items contained herein are published as submitted and are provided for general information 

purposes only. This information is not advice. Readers should not rely solely on this information, 

but should make their own inquiries before making any decisions. The Company works to 

maintain up-to-date information from reliable sources; however, no responsibility is accepted for 

any errors or omissions or results of any actions based upon this information. The views 

expressed are subject to change at any time based on market and other conditions. This research 

may not be independent from the proprietary interests of the Company which may conflict with 

your interests.  References to specific securities and issuers are for illustrative purposes only and 

are not intended to be, and should not be interpreted as, recommendations to purchase or sell 

such securities. 
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1This announcement was preceded by the FOMC’s decision to reinvest the principal payments 

from both GSE debt and Agency / GSE mortgage backed securities (MBS) in “longer-term 

Treasury securities.”  For more details, please review the FOMC’s press release dated August 10, 

2010: http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetary/20100810a.htm#fn1 

 
2Minutes of the Committee meeting held on August 10, 2010 Released on August 31, 2010 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetary/fomcminutes20100810.pdf 

 
3Fed Funds History: http://www.ny.frb.org/markets/statistics/dlyrates/fedrate.html 

 
4List of standards: http://www.ny.frb.org/markets/pridealers_policies.html 

 
5Modern Money Mechanics.  Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago  p. 12 

 
6Modern Money Mechanics.  Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago  p. 7 


